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 modpack files downloaded, 1 complete, 40 incomplete, 0 failed! Rate my stuff!Patreon support is coming soon! Fixing Protocol 1 32 by 8 is a pain, and has changed a lot over time, especially during the early stages. All the options are still a bit of a mess, and I've been using them anyway as I haven't been too bothered to work out what exactly is going on. I've stuck with them for a long time because
the options were there, but, as I'm learning more about protocol analysis, I've come to realise that I need to know the order of these steps if I'm going to get the most out of them, and it means that I've decided to start ditching them. They're not actually deprecated, but I've decided to retire them. I'm in the process of updating my protocol analysis tools, and as part of that, I've been re-writing a lot of my
protocols, adding more details to them and making some other changes. Here are some highlights: Decompression of 1bit compressed data has been completely rewritten. The old version was almost too fast, and the old version was a bit messy to look at as it was written in a weird data language (I don't really know what that language was, I just remember it being ugly). The new version is much more
readable, and a bit more efficient, as it no longer uses a crazy calculation to find the offset between the marker and the data. Compressed protocol has been completely rewritten, and has a new parse tree. Also, it's now just a single tree, so it's much more readable. It's also now properly coloured so that you can tell what's what in the protocol. Gated protocol has been rewritten and re-coded. The old
version was just a single tree (like Compressed protocol), and even that was a mess as it had some logic where if you knew the sizes of the packets, you could just get the packet boundary offsets from the sizes, but it got the packet sizes and length in different places. The new version just has one tree, with all the logic in one place. It also supports more general gated protocols. I also wrote a few new

tools to help out. The first is an extension to the protocol analyser that allows you to do byte counting. This is quite useful for things like stripping compression headers from the data. As I said, I want to retire the 82157476af
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